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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

This bachelor’s thesis has been written during the autumn 2010 in MeVEA Ltd. in 

Lappeenranta Finland. MeVEA is a young, rising company which is specialized to the 

real-time simulation of dynamics of multitechnical systems and virtual engineering. 

MeVEA offers products and services for product development, user training, and 

consulting.  

 

The objective of the thesis was to create three tutorials for MeVEA Simulation Software 

to instruct the new users to the modelling methodology used in the MeVEA Simulation 

Software. MeVEA Simulation Software is a real-time simulation software based on 

multibody dynamics. The simulation software is designed to create simulation models 

of complete mechatronical system. The thesis begins with a more detail description of 

the MeVEA Simulation Software and its components. The thesis presents the three 

simulation models and written theory of the steps of model creation. The first tutorial 

introduces the basic features which are used in most simulation models. The basic 

features include bodies, constrains, forces, basic hydraulics and motors. The second 

tutorial introduces the power transmission components, tyres and user input definitions 

for the different components in power transmission systems. The third tutorial 

introduces the definitions of two different types of collisions and collision graphics used 

in MeVEA Simulation Software. The meaning of creating three different tutorials is to 

present features of the MeVEA Simulation Software in small pieces, when those can be 

learnt more easily.  

 

The thesis has been made for the Faculty of Technology in Lappeenranta University of 

Technology and it is a part of the Bachelor’s degree program in Mechanical 

Engineering. On the behalf of MeVEA Ltd. the work has been supervised by Dr. Sc. 

Asko Rouvinen. 
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2 MEVEA SIMULATION SOFTWARE 

 

MeVEA Simulation Software was originally developed for company’s internal use to 

ease the product development process of the real time simulators. After a development 

process the software formed to the current form which contains two separated parts. The 

first part is Modeller, which is used to create simulation model and the second part is 

the Solver which is used to simulate the created models. Next chapters present the 

Modeller and the Solver in more detail.  

 

 

2.1 MeVEA Modeller  

 
Modeller includes the visual user interface to create simulation model. In visual user 

interface, there are four main pages where first of the windows shows the topology of 

the model, second shows the parameters of the chosen feature. The third window shows 

the visualization of the chosen component and the fourth windows shows the whole 

created model. Figure 1 presents the user interface of MeVEA Modeller. 

 

 

Figure 1. User interface of MeVEA Modeller. 
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Modeller contains a large amount of different features which can be used to setup the 

simulation model properly. The basic primitives of multibody dynamics are bodies, 

constraints and forces. Bodies can be structurally rigid or flexible. There are also large 

amount of parameterized components of the mechatronical machines such as motors, 

power transmission components, hydraulic components, tires, control systems and other 

force related components. [1][2] 

 

One major area of the realistic simulation model is the contacts between parts. 

Therefore the modeller offers two different type of collision definition which can be 

used to create collision to the simulation model. The collisions between bodies can be 

described as a penalty force system. Particle collisions are used to define a large amount 

of parts to collide in one definition.  Tyre contact is separated from other collisions 

definitions. Collisions and tyre contact are presented in more detail in chapter 3.2.2. 

[7][8] 

 

Immersion in virtual reality means the state of consciousness where an immersant's 

awareness of physical self is diminished or lost by being surrounded in an engrossing 

total environment. Therefore immersion is a very important part of the realistic 

simulator. For better immersion, there is need to create the complete virtual world 

around the simulation model. Modeller contains also properties to define the visual 

elements to the simulation model. The visual elements are basically graphics like 

woods, fence or other objects which can be looped to the surroundings to get a better 

visual environment to the model.  

Sounds of the model are also one important part of the realistic experience of the 

simulation model and Modeller offers properties to create sounds to the forces or 

collisions. [6] [7] 

 

MeVEA Simulation Software contains two different types of multibody solution 

algorithms, Recursive and Lagrange. Algorithms are presented in more detail in chapter 

3.1.1. [6] 
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2.2 MeVEA Solver  

 
MeVEA Solver is a software designed to solve the simulation model created with 

MeVEA Modeller. MeVEA Solver offers the possibility to achieve real time simulation, 

even if the model is quite complicated. Solver contains the visualization of the 

simulation model, properties to plot parameter values from the primitives of the model 

and workspaces where plot windows and parameters can be saved for future use. 

Visualization offers the possibility to use multiple monitors to split the view to the 

separated cameras. Several plot windows can be added and plotted values can be saved 

for future use in text form. Simulation model can be controlled via joysticks or by using 

the Solver joystick emulator which can be controlled from keyboard or mouse. Figure 2 

presents the plot window and control panels in user interface of the MeVEA Solver.  

 

 

Figure 2. MeVEA Solver user interface. 
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3 TUTORIALS 

 

This chapter presents the main points of the three tutorials made with MeVEA 

Modeller. Tutorial 1 focuses to the basic primitives and the hydraulics of the simulation 

model, tutorial 2 present tyre contacts and the possibilities to model differential system 

of four wheel drive, and the last tutorial presents collisions between bodies and between 

particle systems. 

 

3.1 Tutorial 1 

 

Tutorial 1 presents a jib crane system, which contains three bodies, one electric motor 

and two hydraulic cylinders. There is one type of joint presented and the hydraulics are 

modelled with the constant pressure source. The jib crane is controlled with joysticks. 

The aim of the tutorial 1 is to get familiar with basic components and the modelling 

methods used in MeVEA Modeller. Modelling starts from beginning when all features 

presented are new for the user. Features used in tutorial 1 are presented more detailed in 

next chapters. Figure 3 presents the jib crane modelled in tutorial 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Jib crane of tutorial 1. 
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3.1.1 Solution methods 

 
In MeVEA Simulation software, there are two different solution algorithms available to 

solve the dynamics of the model. The main difference between algorithms in modeler’s 

point of view is the effectiveness and limitations of the algorithms. Recursive algorithm 

offers more computational efficiency but does not support special joints as composite 

joints. Lagrange method supports all join types but is less computational effective than 

recursive. [6] [8] 

 

3.1.2 Bodies 

 
Body in multibody dynamics means a part of the kinematic chain which has local 

coordinate system and is defined with generalized coordinates and mass and inertia 

properties. Bodies can be attached to each others with joints, and forces can be applied 

between bodies. Bodies compose kinematic chains whose behaviour is analyzed in 

simulation. MeVEA Modeller allows the use of structurally rigid and flexible bodies in 

the simulation model. That allows taking on account the affects of structural 

deformation in the simulation model. [2] [6] 

 

 

3.1.3 Constraints 

 
Constrains are used to define the joints which connects the bodies together. A joint is 

defined by the number of degrees of freedom it has and which directions of translational 

movement or rotation are constrained in the joint. Joints are defined in the body local 

coordinate system. The basic joints used in simulation models are fixed joint, revolute 

joint, spherical joint and cylindrical joint. In MeVEA Modeller definition of constraint 

requires to definition of the bodies connected by joint and parameters to describe the 

position and direction of rotation or translational movement of the constraint. [2] [3] [4] 

[6] 
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3.1.4 Forces 

 
Forces are primitives which are used to describe the actuators of the mechatronical 
machine.  
In MeVEA Simulation Software the basic force primitives are: 
 

• Single body force 

• Single body torque 

• Body-to-body force 

• Body-to-body torque 

• Tyre 

 

In tutorial 1 there is one body to body torque which describes the rotarion motor of the 

jib crane and two body-to-body forces to describe the hydraulic cylinders of the jib 

crane. [1] [4] [6] 

 

 

3.1.5 Graphics 

 
MeVEA Modeller does not include any drawing options. Therefore all graphics must be 

imported from another source in a certain file format. The Modeller can handle 3D-

Studio (.3ds), Collada (.dae) and Wavefront (.obj) file formats for 3d-graphics, but it is 

recommended to use .3ds format. For collision graphics .3ds is the only supported file 

format. Graphics can be attached to bodies, world, dummies and particles. Therefore it 

is recommended to set the body’s local coordinate system to a joint where the body is 

connected to the previous body. [7] 

 

3.1.6 Dummies 

 
Dummies are parts which are not connected to the kinematic chain, but affect the mass 

and inertia properties of the attachment body. Dummies are designed to ease the 

creation of the simulation model to attach moving graphics to the forces or tyres. In 

MeVEA Modeller dummies can be of four different types:  
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• Static 

• Body-to-body force (B2BF) 

• Tyre 

• Part 

• Constraint.  

[1] [6] 

 

In tutorial 1 dummies are of type B2BF and thus will be connected to the translational 

forces describing hydraulic cylinders.  

 

3.1.7 User input definitions 

 
MeVEA Modeller has features for creating user inputs in order to operate the model 

during simulation. Usually joysticks are used as controllers but the MeVEA Solver also 

has an option to use the keyboard. Both digital and analog types of inputs are available. 

The maximum number of joysticks in a single simulation is four, and the maximum 

number of inputs for one joystick is four analog and sixteen digital inputs. The number 

of controller inputs enables complicated controls to the simulation models. In MeVEA 

Modeller inputs are always defined as joysticks. The keyboard can be used to emulate 

joysticks in the MeVEA Solver. [1] [6] 

 

3.1.8 Splines 

 
Spline describes a variable as a function of an independent variable. Usually splines are 

used to describe the motor’s torque related to the angular velocity, or the friction force 

related to the velocity. Spline parameters can also be read from a file in .dat text format. 

Figure 4 presents the torque spline of the motor. [1] 
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Figure 4. Spline parameters of the motor. 

 

In tutorial 1 there is one Spline used to describe the friction force of the hydraulic 

cylinders related to the velocity of the cylinder stroke.  

 

3.1.9 Hydraulics 

 

The hydraulic circuit of the tutorial 1 contains two hydraulic cylinders, two 4/3 voltage 

directional controlled valves, hoses, constant pressure source and tank. The circuit is 

presented in figure 5. In Modeller hydraulic actuators are always connected to a force or 

a torque component. The hydraulic cylinders of the jib crane are connected to the body-

to-body force to adjust the magnitude of the force acting between the bodies. [1] 
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Figure 5. Hydraulic circuit of the jib crane 

 

3.1.10 Motors 

 

The motor requires spline to describe the maximum torque related to angular velocity. 

In tutorial 1 motor is connected to the first body to rotate it. The motor also requires an 

input to control angular velocity. In MeVEA Modeller, the motor contains also 

automatic or adjustable brake to control the behavior of the motor. In many cases the 

motor needs an automatic brake for avoiding unwanted rotation while heavily loaded. In 

tutorial 1 the brake is not necessary. [1] 

 

3.2 Tutorial 2 

 

Tutorial 2 begins with the prepared model of the wheel loader which contains all 

features presented in tutorial 1. Tutorial 2 presents the modelling of the power 

transmission system and tyre contacts of four wheel drive wheel loader. The basic 

power transmission components are motor, torque converter, clutch, gear box, 

differentials and planet gears. The wheel loader modelled in tutorial 2 is presented in 

figure 6. Tutorial 2 presents one way for creating a power transmission system. There 

are a couple of ways to create different types of power transmission systems. [1] [6] 
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Figure 6. Four wheel driven wheel loader of tutorial 2. 

 

 

3.2.1 Power trasmission 

 

Power transmission line presented in tutorial 2 contains diesel engine, clutch, 

transmission, four wheel drive system with locked centre differential and open front and 

rear differential and reduction gears in wheel hubs. Motor was presented earlier in 

chapter 3.1.10. Power transmission line is presented in figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Power transmission line of the wheel loader. 

 

A clutch or torque converter is a component that transfers torque between the motor 

primitive and other power transmission primitives. The clutch can be controlled by user 

inputs during simulation. The clutch can also be added as a non-controlled primitive 

that only connects the motor to other power transmission primitives. The clutch model 

in MeVEA Modeller is defined using friction. The friction model is defined in the same 

way as all components in Modeller which include friction properties. [1] 

 

Gears are used to model the gearbox of the power transmission line. The gearbox model 

in MeVEA Modeller has five gears in both directions, which can be controlled by 

digital channels of user inputs. Both the direction and the gear number have separate 

inputs for controlling them. The transmission ratios can be added separately for all 

gears. In tutorial 2 there is only four gears used as there is also a neutral gear. [1] 

  

In tutorial 2, the wheel loader has four wheel drive and therefore three differentials are 

needed. The centre differential transfers torque from the gearbox to the front and rear 

differential gears. The centre differential is of ‘locked’ type as it does not allow 
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different rotation velocities between the rear and front differentials. Front and rear 

differentials are of ‘open’ type as they allow different rotation velocities between tyres. 

[1]  

 

The planet gears or final drives can be used to get a different transmission ratio between 

tyres. For example when the tyre size in the front is different from the rear a different 

transmission ratio is needed. Wheel loader has the same size tyres but there are 

reduction gears in the tyre hubs. The planet gears are connected directly to the tyres. [1] 

 

 

3.2.2 Tyres and tyre contacts 

 

The tyre model used in MeVEA Modeller is based on the Pacejkas Magic Formula. The 

tyre model needs a spline to describe the profile of the tyre. There are options for using 

latitudinal and longitudinal friction instead of Magic Formula and for creating a brake 

for the tyre. [1] [6]  

 

The tyre profile can be defined in Tyre properties or in a spline connected to the tyre. 

The tyre profile is presented as disks which are created from spline points. A greater 

number of points in the spline defines the profile more accurately, but affects the 

computation capacity required in the simulation. Tutorial 2 uses only three points for 

the tyre profile so the profile is simplified and needs less computation capacity. Figure 8 

presents the tyre profile created from spline points. [1] 
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Figure 8. Tyre profile defined from spline points. 

 

Tyres are always related to a body. In the tutorial 3 the rear axle describes the 

suspension when the tyres follow the movements of the rear axle. The front axle is rigid 

so tyres are modelled directly to the front body. This eases the computation and 

simplifies the model. The tyre needs parameters for many properties to get a proper 

definition. Spring and damper constants define the vertical flexibility properties of tyre. 

Those parameters are very important for achieving the proper flexibility behaviour for 

the tyre model in the simulation. The tyre radius defines the tyre size and it is not 

connected to the tyre profile spline. There are three friction components in the tyre 

model that can be used instead of Magic Formula. The longitudinal friction affects the 

tyre behaviour mostly during acceleration and braking. The latitudinal friction defines 

the behaviour of the tyre while steering. The braking friction is a braking force which is 

defined using a friction between the brake disk and brake pads. The input parameter in 

the tyre parameters defines the torque source of the tyre. Input can be set as empty to get 

free rotation of the tyre. [6] [7] 
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The graphics for the tyres are attached through dummies. The inertia properties of the 

tyre have to be defined using the dummy. The radius of tyre graphics should be a little 

greater than the radius in tyre definitions to avoid misbehaviour of the graphics. Tyre 

contacts define the bodies which can have contact with tyres. The shape of the tyre 

contact surface is defined by the tyre spline, not from the tyre graphics. Tyre contacts 

use friction and spring-damper properties from the tyre model for calculating tyre 

contact forces. It is recommended to avoid sharp edges in collision graphics which have 

contact with tyres. Sharp edges can cause unwanted penetration between the tyre and 

the collision graphics of a body, which can cause problems during simulation. [7] 

 

3.3 Tutorial 3 

 

Tutorial 3 begins with the model created in tutorial 2. Tutorial 3 continues by adding 

two different collision definitions to the created model of wheel loader. The collision 

types are collisions between parts and particle systems. Particles are used to get a larger 

amount of parts to collide by using a single definition. An important part of tutorial 3 is 

also to understand collision graphics and their properties. Figure 9 presents the model 

created in tutorial 3. 

 

Figure 9. Wheel loader with several colliding parts in tutorial 3. 
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3.3.1 Collisions 

 

In many simulators the collisions play a very important part in order to achieve realistic 

behaviour of the simulator. Vehicles or other moving bodies can collide with other 

bodies or with themselves. Bodies can stay stable or move due to the impact force 

caused by the collision. In MeVEA Modeller the collisions are described as spring-

damper systems. Description of collisions also contains definition of friction between 

colliding parts. Friction is used to produce the stick-slip force to the contacts. In 

MeVEA Modeller collisions can be defined to bodies, dummies, tyres and particles. 

Bodies, dummies and particles use the same type of collision graphics for collision 

detection. The description of tyre contacts is described in tutorial 2. [7] 

 

The collision definition begins with the selection of components which can collide with 

each other. It is recommended to minimize the amount of collisions for smoother real-

time simulation. In this chapter two types of collisions are defined, collision to solid 

bodies and collision to transitive bodies. The collided pairs have to be defined 

separately which means quite a many pairs when there are many bodies that may 

collide. It is recommended to define all possible collisions to one body at the same time. 

[7] 

3.3.2 Particle system 

 
Particle systems are designed to create a large amount of colliding parts in one 

definition. Particle systems can also be as visual elements. Before particle definition it is 

important to know what kind of a particle pile is needed and what kind of particles it 

should contain. The particle definition needs particle graphics, particle collision 

graphics, knowledge about the size of different particle types, amount of different 

particles and the position where particles are created in the model. Particles can be 

almost any size or shape. In tutorial 3 particles are used to create a pile of rocks which 

can be transferred with the wheel loader. [1] [8] 

 

Particle graphics are used in the same way as bodies and dummies. In particle graphics 

the local coordinate system is recommended to be set on the midpoint of the graphic. 

The definition of single particle is set to the midpoint so there is no need to change the 
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graphics position or orientation as the local coordinate system already exists in the 

midpoint. In the next chapters the particles are called a particle system. The particle 

system contains definitions of graphic, mass and inertia properties and collision 

properties. Collision properties are based on the spring-damper system and collision 

graphics. All other collisions in the MeVEA Modeller directly use the collision graphics 

in collisions detection. In particles, there is two ways to use collision graphics. One is 

the collision detection from faces of graphic and the other is collision detection from the 

vertex of the graphics. When using vertex, the shape of the particle in collisions is 

constructed from the collision graphics by adding spheres to every vertex in the 

collision graphics. The spheres are called particles. The radius of particles defines the 

actual size of the particle and only the spheres are participating in collision detection. 

This affects the computation time in real-time simulation because the sphere is much 

easier to handle in contacts. [1] [8] 

 

Compared to the collision definition between bodies, the collision definition for particle 

systems are much easier. All particle systems are defined to collide with a body by one 

definition. Therefore the bodies, with which the particle systems can collide with, must 

be defined. In tutorial 3 only three contact pairs are created to demonstrate the use of 

particle systems.  

 

3.3.3 Collision Graphics 

 
Bodies can have two different types of graphics, visualization graphics and collision 

graphics. Visualization graphics contain all details of parts which can be seen in the 

simulation. Collision graphics should contain only a very simplified graphic defining 

the edges of the part. Usually the collision graphics are defined separately, but body 

graphics can also be used in collisions if the graphic is a very simple one. The supported 

graphics file formats are presented in chapter 3.1.5. The definition of the collision force 

in MeVEA Modeller is based on penetration between the collision graphics. The 

collision impact is calculated from the depth of penetration using spring-damper 

definitions of the collision. The collision can also contain friction to describe sliding 

properties between colliding bodies. [7] 
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The collision graphic files have to be quite small in size and simplified for smooth real-

time simulation. There are a couple of rules which have to be taken on account. Every 

face, edge and vertex in the graphics needs to be analyzed during collision detection and 

the amount of those elements affect directly to the computation time of a collision. 

Therefore all unnecessary faces, edges and vertexes which can not collide must be 

deleted from the collision graphics. Collision graphics are not visible during simulation 

so there is no need to use textures or any other detail required for the visualization 

graphics. [7] 
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4 FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

 
The aim of this bachelor’s thesis was to create three tutorials for MeVEA Simulation 

Software to instruct the new users to the modelling methods used in the MeVEA 

Simulation Software. Tutorials are designed to introduce the user step by step deeper to 

the more challenging components of the MeVEA Simulator Software. Therefore the 

tutorial 1 is written trough with many illustrating pictures and comments to get familiar 

with the user interface of the software. The second tutorial explains more the idea 

behind different components and the behaviour in simulation. Tutorial 2 expects that the 

user is already comfortable with the software and detailed information about the 

modelling is no more needed. In tutorial 2 and 3 there is some space left for own 

experiencing to encourage the user make own decisions. Tutorial 3 focuses more to the 

users own interest to create models and explore the software and find the suitable ways 

to use it. Based on the aim of the bachelor’s thesis and the results at the end, the thesis 

has fulfilled the requirements of MeVEA Ltd.  
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1 Introduction

This tutorial explains modelling using MeVEA Modeller step by step. The tutorial includes basic features
which  are  used  in  most  simulation  models.  This  tutorial  helps  to  manage  modelling  methods  with
MeVEA Modeller. The tutorial handles most modelling primitives such as bodies, graphics, constraints,
forces, dummies, splines, motors, hydraulics and controller inputs.

 

The use of MeVEA Modeller program requires basic knowledge on multibody dynamics, hydraulics,
actuators, motors and transmissions components. Understanding of different solvers and the meaning of
simulation time-step are also recommended.

A multibody system may consist of rigid and flexible bodies, which are connected to each other using
kinematic joint constraints while force components are used to describe the actuators. Bodies compose
kinematic chains whose behaviour is analysed in simulation.

Solving the simulation model after modifications is a good way to make sure that the model is defined
correctly.  The model  development is  also easier if  the model is  saved periodically after  adding new
features to the model.

Definitions  of  different  component  parameters  in  MeVEA Modeller  are  presented  in  the  Reference
Manual. Some parameters are explained in this tutorial, but in order to learn to create more detailed
models, reading the Reference Manual is very important.
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2 Creating a new model 

• Start MeVea Modeller program.

• Click File → New Project

The Modeller  creates simulation properties  and default  settings to the  Model Tree -panel.  Also two
bodies are created, the Ground and DefaultBody. The ground body exists always and cannot be deleted. A
constraint, DefaultConstraint, is also created. This constraint works as a spherical joint that connects the
Ground to DefaultBody. Ground body does not yet have any graphics associated with it, DefaultBody is
connected to  DefaultGraphics, which was also created. In addition, components such as a light and a
camera  is  created.  You can try  to  simulate  this  model  by selecting  Dynamics  →  Start  Dynamics
Simulation.

The  Model  Tree-panel  is  presented  in  figure  1.  The  model  tree  contains  of  folders  (E.g.  Bodies,
Constraints, etc). These folders contain simulation components of that type. Creating a new component
can be done by right clicking the appropriate folder name. Selecting a new component for editing can be
done by double clicking the component name.

Figure 1, Model Tree-panel in MeVEA Modeller.

The Model is mainly constructed and maintained through the Model Tree -panel using right mouse click
commands, add, rename and delete. Components can also be added from the top menu.

• Double click the Model Tree window, Model →  Properties →  Simulation

Simulation properties component opens to Object View window which is presented in figure 2.
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Figure 2, Object View in MeVEA Modeller.

• Rename model in simulation folder to Jib_Crane.

The solution method in simulation is usually Recursive which is computationally more efficient in real-
time simulation than Lagrange. However, a recursive solver is not capable to handle all joint types. In
real-time simulation the time step should be 2ms or less. If the model contains hydraulics and collisions, a
smaller time step (1-1.5ms) may be required. This tutorial uses default settings in the simulation folder.

• Double click Model →  Properties →  Environment

Properties →  Environment component contains  Simulation Name which is used in simulation and
World File where world properties are defined. Use Particles -feature is presented in tutorial 3.

When  the  model  is  saved,  Modeller  creates  two  .xml files  and  one  .mvs file.  The  first  file,
Modelname.xml, contains  model  properties  and  all  simulation  components.  Modelname_world.xml
contains world properties, such as lights and cameras. Modelname.mvs is MeVEA Simulation file type,
which connects the two xml files together, and contains additional settings.

The coordinate system used in Modeller is presented in figure 3 where the red axis is global X-axis, green
global Y-axis and blue global Z-axis.
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Figure 3, Coordinate system in MeVEA Modeller.

2.1 Creating Bodies 

• Open Model → Bodies folder. 

Bodies folder contains two bodies, Ground and DefaultBody. Ground is the body where other bodies
are connected. Now it is possible to add new bodies to the model. In this tutorial we will delete the default
components and create new ones.

• Right click DefaultBody folder and left click to delete (or Delete key).

• Right click Bodies folder and add new body.

• Right click Body1 and rename (or F2 key) it to Pillar.

It is important to notice that renaming a component does not open the selected component, it must be
opened by double clicking it or by pressing enter. Bodies are not visible either, until graphics are attached
to the body. Importing graphics is explained in chapter 2.2. An easier way to create bodies simultaneously
with graphics is explained also in chapter 2.2.

• Open Pillar body in order to edit it.

Pillar folder contains three subfolders named Pillar.LOC, Pillar.CM and Pillar.CMI. These are coordinate
system  definitions.  Pillar.LOC  contains  the  definition  of  location  and  orientation of  bodys  local
coordinate  system,  Pillar.CM  contains   coordinates  of  bodys  center  of  mass,   Pillar.CMI  contains
definition of the inertia definition frame. In this tutorial these components are not edited directly. The
same data can be edited directly through the body component.
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• Add/change the following parameters of body pillar. 

Pillar Body Type is Rigid and it is Relative to the Ground in location and orientation presented in table
1.

Table 1. Pillar position and orientation

Position: X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

Orientation: Phi = 0
Theta= 0
Psi= 0

The local coordinate system is set into the lower left corner of the pillar, in the center line in the Z-
direction. The pillar and the local coordinate system are presented in figure 4 and the parameters of the
pillar in table 2. The inertia frame of the pillar coincides with the pillar local coordinate system

Figure 4, Local coordinate system of pillar.

Table 2 Pillar parameters

Mass: 135 [kg]

Moments and
products of
inertia:

IXX = 80.95 IXY = 23.0 IXZ= 0.05
                  IYY = 20.1   IYZ = 0.02
                                   IZZ = 97.9

[kgm2]

Center of mass: X = 0.35
Y = 0.5
Z = 0

[m]

Use Inertia Frame: Inertia Definition using Inertia Definition Frame
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Inertia definition
frame:

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

[m]

Usually only diagonal therms IXX,  IYY and IZZ are needed when defining inertia parameters.

• Create two new bodies named Primary_Boom and Secondary_Boom.

The  Primary_boom  Body Type is  Rigid and it is  Relative to the  Pillar into location  and orientation
presented in table 3. Add parameters presented in table 5.

Table 3. Primary boom position and orientation

Position: X = 0.1
Y = 1.52

Z = 0

Orientation: Phi = 0
Theta= 0
Psi= 0

The local coordinate system is set to the joint of the primary boom. The primary boom and the local
coordinate system are presented in figure 5 and the parameters of the primary boom in table 4. The inertia
frame of the primary boom coincides with the primary boom center of mass.

Figure 5, Local coordinate system of primary boom.

Table 4. Primary boom parameters

Mass 270 [kg]

Moments and
products of
inertia:

  IXX = 14 IXY = 54.3   IXZ = 0
                IYY = 673.4 IYZ = 0

                                          IZZ = 680.2

[kgm2]

Center of mass: X = 1.13
Y = 0.12

Z = 0
[m]

Use Inertia Frame: Inertia Definition in the Center of Mass

The Secondary_boom Body Type is  Rigid and it  is  Relative to the  Primary_boom into location  and
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orientation presented in table 5. Add parameters presented in table 6.

Table 5. Secondary boom position and orientation 

Position: X = 2.32 
Y = 0.1 
Z = 0

Orientation: Phi = 0
Theta= 0
Psi= 0

The local coordinate system of the secondary boom is set into the joint of the boom. The secondary boom
and the local coordinate system are presented in figure 6 and the parameters of the secondary boom in
table 6. The inertia frame of the secondary boom coincides with the secondary boom local coordinate
system.

Figure 6, Local coordinate system of secondary boom.

Table 6. Secondary boom parameters

Mass 114 [kg]

Moments and
products of
inertia:

  IXX = 420.4 IXY = 859.3   IXZ = 0
                     IYY =1969.3  IYZ = 0

                                                   IZZ = 2156.8

[kgm2]

Center of mass: X = 0.87
Y = 0.19

Z = 0
[m]

Use Inertia Frame: Inertia Definition using Inertia Definition Frame

Inertia definition
frame:

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

[m]

If  you  have followed the instructions carefully,  bodies are now correctly defined.  In  this  point  it  is
important to notice that changes in the active text field takes effect when the field is deactivated (another
field selected).

Save model to \MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_1\ folder as Tutorial.
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2.2 Importing Graphics

MeVEA Modeller doesn't include any drawing options. All graphics need to be imported in a certain file
format. The Modeller can handle 3D studio (.3ds), Collada (.dae) and Wavefront (.obj) file formats for
3d-graphics, but it is recommended to use .3ds files in graphics. For collision graphics .3ds is the only
supported file format. Graphics can be joined to bodies, world, dummies and particles. It is recommended
to set the bodies local coordinate system to a joint where the body is connected to the previous body, as
shown in previous figures. It makes the definition of the model easier.

2.2.1 Creating new graphics to model 

Modeller has two different ways to add graphics. First is by Model Tree → Graphics → Add and the
other is to use drag and drop method. Drag and drop method is presented in chapter 2.2.2. Graphics can
be previewed by dropping a graphic file to  Body Preview Window of Modeller. The Body Preview
window is presented in figure 7.

Figure 7, Body preview window.

• Delete DefaultGraphics from  Model Tree → Graphics folder

• Add new graphics to Model Tree → Graphics folder, rename it as Pillar and open it. Graphics
for Primary boom and Secondary boom will be added in chapter 2.2.2.

Graphics  components  contain  several  options for  graphics  visualization.  First  press  Select button  to
choose graphic file Pillar.3ds from the \MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_1\Graphics folder.

It is not recommended to use an absolute path like

C:\Program Files\MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_1\Graphics\Pillar.3ds

for a file used in graphics. The recommendable form is

Graphics\Pillar.3ds

where the Graphics folder is located in the same folder as Tutorial.xml file.

Graphic properties are explained in table 7.
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Table 7. Graphic properties

Scale Scale factory defines the size of graphic.

Transparency Defines the transparency of graphic, for example graphics of vehicles windshields.

Cast Shadows Shadows of graphics on or off.

Shadowing Type Type of shadowing.

Draw Both Sides Draw inside and outside of graphic surfaces. Usually No

Is Active Visibility of graphic. Usually Yes, in collision graphics No.

Position Graphics position related to reference body.

Orientation Graphics orientation related to reference body.
 

2.2.2 Importing graphics using drag and drop method

When the graphics already exist, it's easier to start modelling by the drag and drop method. Selections of
type of graphics are explained in table 8.

Table 8. Graphic selections in drag and drop method.

Body Modeller creates a new body, constraint and graphic related to body. The new body will be
related to the ground, and the constraint connects the ground and the new body.

Dummy Modeller creates a new dummy and graphics related to dummy

Graphics Modeller creates only a new graphics component

Ground
Graphics

Modeller creates a new graphics related to the ground body

Open  from  My  Computer the  folder  \MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_1\Graphics from  your  install
directory and drag and drop some of the .3ds files to Body Preview Window. You can rotate (Left click
+ move mouse), zoom (Right click + move) or pan (Middle click + move) graphics in Body Preview
Window  by  holding  the  corresponding  mouse  button  and  moving  the  mouse.  Next  drag  and  drop
Primary_boom.3ds file to Preview Window, Modeller will ask what kind of part it is. Choose Graphics
and  Modeller  will  add  new  graphic  to  Model  →  Graphics folder.  The  Modeller  will  name  all
components  based  on  the name of  the  graphic  file.  For  example,  is  you  drag  and  drop  Pillar.3ds,
depending on your selection the created components will be:

• Body: Pillar (Body), Pillar_Graphics (Graphics), Ground_Pillar (Constraint)

• Dummy: Pillar_Dummy (Dummy), Pillar_Graphics (Graphics)

• Graphics or Ground Graphics: Pillar_Graphics

Rename new graphic component as  Primary_boom.  Drag and drop  Secondary_boom.3ds, add it to the
graphics and rename it as Secondary_boom.

Drag and drop  LiftCylinder.3ds and  LiftPistonRod.3ds to  Preview Window and add those as Dummy.
Modeller creates new graphics and dummies to the Model Tree. Rename added graphics as previous. This
tutorial will handle Dummies later in chapter 2.5.

Add parameters presented in table 9 for graphics. 
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Table 9. Graphic parameters.

Name: Pillar Primary_boom Secondary_boom LiftCylinder LiftPiston

Scale: 1

Transparency: 1

Cast Shadows: Yes

Draw both
sides: 

No

Is Active: Yes

Position: X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 0

Orientation: X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 0

• Open  Bodies  →  Pillar folder  in  Modeller.  Choose  Visualization  Graphics for  the body by
selecting Pillar from the drop down menu. In Object View there is a button to Add graphics, if
you want to add more than one graphic for a single body. Add correct graphics for all bodies.

• After adding graphics, choose Kinematics → Redraw System from the top menu.

Now the model should look like in figure 8.
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2.3 Creating Constraints

Constraints create relations between two bodies. Relations are made by separate types of joints which are
presented in the Reference Manual.

• Open the  Constraints folder.  There exists the  DefaultConstraint,  rename it  as  Ground_Pillar.
Constraints should be named as shown to explain which body’s constraint it is connected to (from
→ to). Open the constraint and edit it.

Parameters to Ground_Pillar constraint are presented in table 9:

Table 9. Ground_pillar constraint parameters. 

Name: Ground_Pillar 

Joint Type: Revolute

Active: Yes

CutJoint: No

Body 1: Ground

Node in Body 1: 0

Body 2: Pillar

Node in Body 2: 0

Position of joint 
in body1: 

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

Position of joint 
in body2: 

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

ua: X = 1
Y = 0
Z = 0

ub: X = 0
Y = 1
Z = 0

uc: X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 1

Ua, ub, uc and ud define joint axis directions, in this case the revolute joint rotates around the global Y-
axis. Definition of ua, ub, uc, and ud is explained for all joints in the Reference Manual.

• Add two new constraints named Pillar_PrimaryBoom and PrimaryBoom_SecondaryBoom.

Parameters to constraints are presented in table 10.
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Table 10. Constraint parameters

Name: Pillar_PrimaryBoom PrimaryBoom_SecondaryBoom

Joint Type: Revolute

Active: Yes

CutJoint: No

Body 1: Pillar Primary_boom

Node in Body 1: 0

Body 2: Primary_boom Secondary_boom

Node in Body 2: 0

Position of joint 
in body1:

X = 0.1
X = 1.52
Z = 0

X = 2.32
Y = 0.1
Z = 0

Position of joint 
in body2:

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

ua: X = 1
Y = 0
Z = 0

ub: X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 1

uc: X = 0
Y = 1
Z = 0

To make sure that the positions of joints are correctly defined, open some of the three constrains and look
at the Body Preview Window. If it shows only one coordinate system between the bodies, the definition
point of the joint is correct. If there are two different coordinate systems, check the position parameters of
the constraints.

• The  Model  is  defined  as  a  pendulum  with  two  limbs.  Click  top  menu  Dynamics->  Start
Dynamics Simulation to test the model. This will save the model to a temporary folder, and start
the MeVEA Solver, which will load the model.

Remember  that  we added graphics  using the drag and drop method, and created  Lift_Cylinder and
Lift_PistonRod as graphics relating to dummies. This created two Dummy components, which are static
dummies related to ground body and thus are shown during simulation. We will edit the dummies later
on, for now, you can ignore their existence or disable them temporarily:

• Open Dummies folder, and disable the two dummies by Right click → Disable

• Select  Dynamics-> Start Dynamics Simulation again, now the model should load properly.

• In simulation controls press Cameras → Free button. Now you can move the camera view in the
visualization window.
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• Start simulation by pressing Start button.

The pendulum should be swinging free in the visualization window. Notice that there is no joint friction
in the model so it is an undamped system. If the pendulum does not work properly, check the definition of
joints and the mass and inertia properties.

2.4 Creating Forces 

The basic force primitives are:

• Single body force

• Single body torque

• Body-to-body force

• Body-to-body torque

• Tyre

The force primitives are presented with more detail in the Reference Manual.

In this tutorial two body-to-body forces (Translational Forces in Modeller) and one body-to-body torque
(Rotational Forces in Modeller)  are used. Translational  forces describe hydraulic  cylinders in the jib
crane. The Rotational force is used to rotate the jib crane.

• Add two new forces to  Model → Forces → Translational Forces  folder and rename those to
Hydr_cylinder1, and Hydr_cylinder2.

Parameters to translational forces are presented in table 11.

Table 11. Translational force parameters.

Name: Hydr_cylinder1 Hydr_cylinder2

Body 1: Pillar Primary_boom

Position of 
force in body 1:

X = 0.47
Y = 0.32
Z = 0

X = 1.3
Y = 0.24
Z = 0

Body 2: Primary_boom Secondary_boom

Position of 
force in body 1:

X = 0.8
Y = -0.08
Z = 0

X = -0.18
Y = 0.3
Z = 0

Spring constant: 1e7

Damping constant: 3e5

End damper spring constant: 1e8

End damper damping constant: 3e6

Spring initial length: 1.1997 0.8441
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Spring minimum length: 0.83

Spring maximum length: 1.4

Constant force: 0

Is Rope: No

Use Friction: No

• Add  a  new  force  to   Model  →  Forces  →  Rotational  Forces  folder  and  rename  it  to
Pillar_rotation

• Add the parameters presented in table 12 to Rotational force.

Table 12. Rotational force parameters.

Body 1: Ground

Direction vector f,
body 1: 

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 1

Direction vector g,
body 1: 

X = 1
Y = 0
Z = 0

Body 2: Pillar

Direction vector f,
body 2: 

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 1

Spring constant: 1e6

Damping constant: 3e4

End damper spring constant: 1e8

End damper damping constant: 3e6

Spring minimum angle: -360d (means 360 degrees, equal 2*pi radians)

Spring maximum angle: 360d (means 360 degrees, equal 2*pi radians)

Constant torque: 0

Use friction: No

The forces describe actuators in the jib crane. When the actuators are modelled only using a spring-
damper force, there may appear oscillation depending on the parameters. Later in this tutorial spring-
damper  forces  will  be  replaced  by  using  hydraulic  components.  Positions  of  the  force  attachment
positions can be seen in Body Preview Window by double clicking the appropriate force component.

For better understanding of defining forces, check the Reference Manual.
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2.5 Creating Dummies

Previously  in  this  tutorial  two graphics  were  added to  dummies.  Dummies are  parts  which  are  not
connected to the kinematic chain, but affect the mass and inertia properties of the attachment body. If you
disabled them previously, enable them at this point. 

• Enable the disabled dummies

• Add two more dummies to Model → Dummies folder and rename the existing four dummies as:

Cylinder_1

Piston_1

Cylinder_2

Piston_2

Dummies can be of 4 different types: Static, Body-to-body force (B2BF), tyre, part and constraint. In this
case dummies are of type B2BF and thus will be connected to Translational Forces. Two dummies are
usually  connected to each translational force, to the cylinder and the piston. The dummy index defines
which body of force the dummy is related to. Edit dummies  Cylinder_1 and Piston_1 and add values
presented in table 13.

Table 13. Dummy parameters.

Name: Cylinder_1 Piston_1

Dummy type: B2BF B2BF

Relative to: Hydr_cylinder1 Hydr_cylinder1

Dummy index: 1 2

Position: X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

Orientation: Phi = 0
Theta = 0
Psi = 0

Mass: 15 11

Moment and
products of inertia:

IXX = 7  IXY = 0  IXZ =  0
             IYY = 2  IYZ = 0
                          IZZ = 7

IXX = 6  IXY = 0  IXZ =  0
             IYY = 2  IYZ = 0
                          IZZ = 6

Center of mass: X = 0.3
Y = 0
Z = 0

X = -0.28
Y = 0
Z = 0

Use Inertia Frame: Inertia Definition in the Center of Mass
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Connect dummies Cylinder_2 and Piston_2 to Hydr_cylinder2 in the same way and use the same values
as with Cylinder_1 and Piston_1. Remember to select graphics for Cylinder_2 and Piston_2 by choosing
the same graphics as Cylinder_1 and Piston_1 from the drop-down menu.

• Redraw system from top menu,  Kinematics → Redraw System.

If the graphics in the cylinders and pistons seem to be too small, go to the cylinder and piston graphics
and change the scale factor values from 1 to 2.5.

• Redraw system and it should look like in front page of this tutorial.

• Select  Dynamics-> Start Dynamics Simulation  and simulate the model. The crane no longer
swings freely. Rather, it is held in place by the translational forces.

2.6 Creating Controller Inputs

MeVEA Modeller has features for creating controls in order to operate the model during simulation. It is
recommended  to  use joysticks  as  controllers  but  the MeVEA Solver  also  has  an  option  to  use the
keyboard.  Both  digital  and  analog  inputs  are  available.  The  maximum  number  of  joysticks  in  the
simulation is four, and the maximum number of inputs for one joystick is four analog and sixteen digital
inputs. The number of controller inputs enable complicated controls to the simulation models. In MeVEA
Modeller inputs are always defined as joysticks. The keyboard can be used to emulate joysticks in the
MeVEA Solver. The settings for joystick emulation are presented later in this chapter.

This tutorial uses three analog inputs to control the jib crane, and these inputs are mapped to three analog
axis of one joystick.

More input definitions are explained in the Reference Manual.

• Create three new inputs to Model → Inputs and rename those as:

Pillar_input

Primary_input

Secondary_input

• Edit created inputs by adding parameters presented in table 14:

◦ Note that one input channel can be used to control multiple components of the same type. Just
click Add button, if you want to control more than one primitive.

Table 14. Input parameters.

Name: Pillar_input Primary_input Secondary_input

Input Type: Analog

Primitive Type: B2BM B2BF B2BF

Primitive Name: Pillar_rotation Hydr_cylinder_1 Hydr_cylinder_2
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Primitive Sub: Angular velocity Velocity Velocity

Joystick Number: 0

Joystick Channel: 0 1 2

Scale: 0.3

Offset: 0

Dead Zone: 0.2

The joystick number and channels can be changed if the inputs do not work properly. When inputs are set
to control B2BF or B2BM, the scale factory sets the maximum speed of movements.

• Start simulation and test the controls. Test different values for scale, offset and dead zone to see
the effects. If the dead zone is set to 1 or greater, input won’t work because the standard joystick
input values are between -1 and 1. It is also recommended to test the model with different values
of force spring and damping constants.

If you do not have a joystick, go File → Settings in MeVEA Solver  and set Joystick emulation to Yes.
Emulator opens a dialog when the model is loaded. Inputs can be controlled by keys presented in the
panel or by mouse. You can also create the joystick emulation dialog from File → Keyboard Controls.

2.7 Creating Cameras And Lights

If the virtual world in the simulation looks too dark and the default view is too close to the jib crane, add
lights  and edit  camera properties  in  Model  →  World folder.  Added cameras can be used from the
MeVEA Solver user interface. Add different cameras and lights to see how these features work. The
following values in table 15 and table 16 can be useful to begin with. Edit Model → World → Cameras
→ Camera1 and Model → World → Light → DefaultLight.

Table 15, Basic settings for camera

RefBody: Ground

RefBody LookAt: Ground

Position: X = 0
Y = 5
Z = 10

Look at: X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

Up Vector: X = 0
Y = 1
Z = 0
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Table 16, Basic settings for light.

Is Active: Yes

Is Fixed: Yes

Position: X = 0
Y = 20
Z = 15

Other values can be left to default values.

2.8 Creating Splines

Splines are used to describe a variable as a function of an independent variable. Usually splines are used
to describe the motor’s torque related to the angular velocity, or the friction force related to the velocity.

In this tutorial two splines are needed. One spline is the hydraulic cylinder’s friction spline and the other
is the motor torque spline.

• Add new spline to Model → Splines and rename it to Cyl_Friction.

Edit Cyl_friction and add the parameters presented in table 17:

Table 17. Cylinder friction parameters.

Use File: No

Number
of points:

12

x1 = 0
x2 = 0
x3 = 0
x4 = 0.0001
x5 = 0.05
x6 = 0.1
x7 = 0.15
x8 = 0.2
x9 = 0.25
x10 = 0.3
x11 = 0.4
x12 = 1

y1 = 0
y2 = 0
y3 = 0
y4 = 1
y5 = 0.09
y6 = 0.4
y7 = 0.225
y8 = 0.2
y9 = 0.225
y10 = 0.25
y11 = 0.3
y12 = 0.45

Spline parameters can be read also from a file in .dat text format.

The motor spline will be added later.
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2.9 Creating Hydraulics

The next  step is to replace the translational  forces with hydraulic  cylinders.  Hydraulic  actuators are
always connected to a force or a torque component. It is recommended to create hydraulics to the model
step by step. Drawings of the schema of the hydraulic circuits are helpful to understand what components
are  needed  to  get  a  correctly  working  hydraulic  model.  Hydraulic  circuit  created  in  this  tutorial  is
presented in figure 9.

Figure 9, Hydraulic circuit.

In  this point it  is  good to realize that the force actuators  are already modelled and they are used to
describe hydraulic cylinders. When the hydraulics are modelled, you need to reset the spring constant,
damping constant, end damper spring constant, end damper damping constant and spring minimum and
maximum length from the translational force..

• Clear the spring components described above from translational force Hydr_cylinder_1.

• Hydraulic Volumes need to be added for hoses, pipes, tanks and pressure sources. 

• Add four volumes to Model → Hydraulic → Volumes folder and rename those as:

Pump

Tank

Cyl_1_1_valve1 (Cylinder 1, port 1 to valve 1)

Cyl_1_2_valve1

• Add the values presented in table 18 to volumes:

Table 18. Volume parameters.

Name: Pump Tank Cyl_1_1_valve1 Cyl_1_2_valve1

Type Pressure source or tank Volume

P (pa) 100e5 1e5 1e5 1e5
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The hydraulic pump is modelled as a constant pressure source.

• Add two hoses to Model → Hydraulic → Hoses folder and rename those as:

Hose_cyl_1_1

Hose_cyl_1_2

• Add the values presented in table 19 to hoses:

Table 19. Hose parameters.

Vol Name: Cyl_1_1_valve1 Cyl_1_2_valve1

Type: Hose

L: 1

D: 0.015

E: 1e6

• Add valve to Model → Hydraulic → Valves and rename it as Valve1.

• Add values presented in table 20 to Valve1:

Table 20. Valve parameters.

Type: DV_43

Cv: 2.7e-9

Tau: 0.04

Uref: 0

kA: 0

Pref: 0

Port 1: Pump

Port 2: Cyl_1_1_valve1

Port 3: Cyl_1_2_valve1

Port 4: Tank

The added DV_43 valve is a 4-way 3-position voltage controlled valve. Control voltage ranges from -10V
to 10V. Cv is the flow coefficient of the valve which affects to the flow rate of the valve.

• Add a hydraulic cylinder to Model → Hydraulic → Cylinders and rename it as Cylinder1.

Definition of hydraulic cylinder parameters is presented in the Reference Manual.

• Add values presented in table 21 to Cylinder1:
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Table 21. Cylinder parameters.

Primitive Name: Hydr_cylinder_1  (translational force)

Friction Spline: Cyl_friction

Port 1: Cyl_1_1_valve1

port 2: Cyl_1_2_valve1

D1: 0.05

D2: 0.02

Lrod: 0.6441

Lcylinder: 0.65

Lpiston: 0.07

Lattacment 0.1

xmin: 0.03

xmax: 0.45

E: 10e9

nyy: 0.9

CvLeak 0

k: 5e5

c: 1.5e4

The first hydraulic circuit is modelled. Test the model by simulating it. If the model is stable after the
start,  the  hydraulic  circuit  is  correctly  defined.  Controls  of  Cylinder1 won’t  operate  because  the
Primary_input is defined to be of type B2BF which is not related to hydraulics.

• Edit Primary_input and change values presented in table 22:

Table 22. Primary input parameters.

Primitive type: Valve

Primitive name: Valve1

Primitive sub: Control Voltage

Scale: 10 (valves control voltage from -10V to 10V)

Simulate the model and test the controls of the hydraulic valve.

If the model works correctly, 

• Add Two more volumes and hoses: 

Cyl_2_1_valve1

Cyl_2_2_valve1 

Hose_cyl_2_1

Hose_cyl_2_2
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• One valve:

Valve2

• One Cylinder:

Cylinder2

• Create the second hydraulic circuit components as first one and use the same parameters given for
the  components.  The  Pump and  Tank  are  the  same in  both  circuits.  Remember  to  edit  the
translational force and the input.

• Simulate model to check the correct functionality.

2.10 Creating Motors

In chapter 2.4 a rotational force was added to the model to describe the rotation motor of the pillar. In this
chapter the force is replaced with a motor. The definitions of motor parameters are explained in the
Reference Manual. The motor needs spline which describes the torque related to angular velocity.

• Clear the spring and damper constants from Pillar_rotation force.

• Add new spline and rename it as Motor_spline.

• Add values presented in table 23 to Motor_spline:

Table 23. Motor_spline parameters.

Use File: No

Number
of points:

8

x1 = 0
x2 = 20
x3 = 40
x4 = 60
x5 = 80
x6 = 100
x7 = 120
x8 = 140

y1 = 100
y2 = 100
y3 = 95
y4 = 94
y5 = 89
y6 = 84
y7 = 80
y8 = 74

It is important to notice that the unit for angular velocity is rad/s (x) and torque Nm (y).

• Add new motor to Model → Forces → Motors folder and rename it as Rotate_motor.

• Add values presented in table 24 to Rotate_motor:
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Table 24. Rotate_motor parameters.

Type: B2BM

Primitive Name: Pillar_rotation

Spline: Motor_spline

Gain of Velocity
difference:

10

Time Constant: 0.1 

Idle angular velocity: 0

Transmission ratio: 50

Radius of pulley: 0

Rotor Inertia: 5

Maximum Braking
Torque:

20

Mbr Velocity 0.01

Use Braking Friction: No

The motor is now defined. The motor needs an input to control angular velocity.

• Edit Pillar_input and change the existing values to values presented in table 25:

Table 25. Pillar_input parameters.

Primitive
type:

Motor 

Primitive
name:

Rotate_motor

Primitive
sub:

Angular Velocity

Scale: -140

• Simulate model to test rotation motor.

In many cases the motor needs an automatic brake for avoiding unwanted rotations when the motor is
heavily loaded. In this model a brake is not necessary.  When using higher loads it is a good way to
stabilize model behaviour. 

• Add new input and rename it as Pillar_brake and use the values presented in table 26.
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Table 26. Pillar_brake parameters.

Input type: Analog

Primitive Type: Motor 

Primitive Name: Rotate_motor

Primitive sub: Automatic Brake

Joystic Number
and Channel:

same as Pillar_input 

Scale: 0

Offset: 0.2 (delay before brake takes action)

Dead zone: same as Pillar_input

Now the model is completed. Save it as Tutorial_v02.

The next chapter handles basic modifications of the model and describes things to be taken into account
while  doing  modifications.  The  final  chapter  presents  some  examples  of  model  behaviour  when
parameters are not defined correctly and explains basic methods for finding possible problems in the
model.  
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3 Model Modifications

This  chapter  details  basic  modifications  to  the  model  and  gives  some  advices  for  more  effective
modelling.

3.1 Renaming components

When the model gets bigger, there may be problems to name every part logically, or names are too close
each other and making a difference between components can be difficult.  Renaming usually helps in
getting the model  more logical  and eases the continuing of  modelling.  Most of  the components are
connected to one or several components. MeVEA Modeller updates all components that references the
renamed one to make changes easier.

3.2 Editing bodies positions and orientations

Sometimes modelling has to be started without exact knowledge of relations between parts, or the body
location and orientation have to be changed afterwards. It's important to remember how Modeller creates
relations between bodies to get changes done easily. For understanding the relations easily, this tutorial
presents one simple example about editing body orientation.

Open saved Tutorial_v02 and open Model → Body → Primary_boom.

Change Primary_boom orientation Phi to value -25d. (rotated -25 degrees around global z-axis)

Redraw system. 

Model seems to be correct, the Secondary_Boom and hydraulic cylinders are in the right position.

Simulate model.

This simple modification works ONLY when forces between the bodies are defined with hydraulics and
the length between force end points are between the cylinder maximum and minimum length.

Change Phi value to -50d, redraw and simulate system again.

The length of the Hydr_cylinder_1 force is smaller than the minimum length of the hydraulic cylinder and
the simulation tries to find a steady state when simulation starts. This causes unwanted behaviour and in
many cases crashes the simulation.

The same effect can be seen when the orientation of a body is changed and the initial length of the force
related to the bodies has not been changed.

More modelling faults are described in chapter 4.2.
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3.3 Add ground graphics

This tutorial showed how to make a simple crane model. Examination of the behaviour might be difficult
because the crane seems to be floating in the air. To ease this situation, add a new graphics component
and add it to the ground body.

Example ground graphics can be found from

• INSTALL_DIR\Resources\Graphics\ComponentLibrary 

3.4 Examining components visually

The  Body Preview Window and  Preview Window can be used to examine the whole model or single
components visually. Right clicking on either window brings up a context menu, allowing actions like

• Drawing the origin or other important coordinates (E.g. Center of Mass or local coordinates of
bodies)

• Drawing the graphics as transparent or in wireframe mode for easier examination

• Resetting the view

If you have added your coordinate systems (Right click a body, select Add Coordinate System), a marker
will be drawn automatically each time the body is visualized. You can examine the name and position of
each marker by left clicking the coordinate marker. The information will be shown in the status bar on the
bottom row of the Modeller user interface.

Resetting the view might be needed regularly. Whenever a component is selected for visualization, it will
be drawn to the correct global position. However, the camera of the Body Preview Window does not
move accordingly. Rather, it stays fixed in the same position. If the view remains empty, you can always
reset the view. This will move the camera to look at the global starting point of the component.

The keyboard  can also be used to quickly change the view position.  Select  (by left  clicking)  either
preview window. The, press a key on the numpad of the keyboard. Numbers 2, 4, 6, and 8 change the
camera to view the component/model directly from the front, left, right or from behind. Numbers 1, 3, 7,
and 9 change the camera to view from an isometric angle. Number 5 can be used to view directly from
above.

4 Testing model and modelling faults in simulation

In many cases simulation fails because of a very simple mistake made while modelling. To find out and
remove faults from the model can be quite difficult when several features have been added or modified. It
is very important to understand what every value in every component means and how they affect the
model behaviour. Even though it is easy to create new features to the model, every new feature added to
the model needs to be thought from the beginning to the end. There are a few questions to be answered
before adding a new component to the model.

• What does the component do ?
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• Where the component is connected to ?

• What every parameter value used in the component means ?

• How the component should behave in the simulation ?

• Does adding a new component require changes to other components ?

• Does  the  kinematic  chain  consist  many  consecutive  springs  which  can  cause
oscillation ?

• Does the component need a smaller time step in the simulation ?

These questions help to understand the cause and effects of modifications.

4.1 Basic methods for testing a created model 

The best way to test a model is to simulate it and observe the behaviour. Visual response of the model
gives a better understanding of possible faults when the model behaves in an unwanted way. Everyone
makes mistakes, and it is in some level very educational to do mistakes. In some cases when the exact
parameter data of some component is missing, the only way to define a model to behave correctly is to
modify and test effects of the modification. Some basic tests to find possible faults from the model are
listed below.

• Does the model stay stable without controls in the simulation ?

• Does a part of the model “jump” in the beginning of the simulation?

• Do joints behave in an unwanted way ?

• Does the model crash or disappear in some certain position of a body ?

• Does the model stay stable in extreme positions of the actuators ?

• Does the model crash or disappear in the beginning of the simulation ?

• Does  the  simulation  give  a  fault  message  E.g.  ”Volume  negative  in  volume
name_of_volume”

To figure out the source of faults, use plots in simulation to see what component is possibly causing the
faults.

4.2 General faults in modelling

Here are listed some reasons of modelling to produce unstable behaviour to model.

If the model doesn't stay stable in the beginning of the simulation:

– Are joints defined correctly
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– Are there several springs related to each other

– Are the relations between bodies defined correctly

If some part of the model ”jumps” in the beginning of simulation:

– Is the joint related to bodies defined correctly

– Are forces related to bodies defined correctly

– Are hydraulic actuators of the model defined correctly

If joints rotate to wrong direction or rotating joints are fixed:

– Check definitions of joints

– Check direction vectors of joints

If the model crashes or disappears in some position of bodies:

– Check the definition of force lengths and spring constants

– Check the definition of end dampers. Damping should be between 2-5% of the spring constant

– Check joints, does the model lock in some position

If the model oscillates in an extreme position of the actuator:

– Check the end damper of forces or hydraulic cylinders

– Check the limits of force lengths and rotation angles

If the model explodes or disappears in the beginning of simulation;

– Check the definitions of hydraulics. Hydraulics are very sensitive to mistakes and usually cause quite
dramatic effects to the simulation.

– Check definitions of the hydraulic cylinders and the actual length of the force related to the cylinder

If the simulation gives a fault code ”Volume negative in volume name_of_volume”:

– Check the definitions of the hydraulic cylinder length values

– Check the connections of components in the hydraulic circuit
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 1 Introduction

This  tutorial  introduces  the modelling of  power transmission components,  tyres  and  controls  for  the
different components in power transmission systems.

It  is recommended to understand the features of MeVEA Modeller presented in Tutorial 1. For better
understanding of the features described in this tutorial, you can read the Reference Manual. There is a
completed model in Tutorial_2 folder named Tutorial_2.mvs to test how the model that will be created in
this tutorial should behave. There is also another model Tutorial_2_model.mvs to start modeling with.

It is important to notice that this tutorial only explains the features and parameters needed for different
components used in this tutorial. The parameters are specified to get this model behaving nearly as a real
wheel loader. To get more accuracy in the model, parameters would need optimizing.

Tutorial 2 uses features which need more computation capacity from the computer. If the computer used
in the  simulation  matches  only the  minimum recommendations,  there  may be  problems  in  real-time
simulation. 
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 2 Creating power transmission
This chapter describes features which are needed to create a drivable model in MeVEA Modeller. The
basic power transmission components are motor, clutch, gear box, differentials and planet gears. Creating
a motor and a spline for the motor are described in tutorial 1. The power transmission system used in this
tutorial is presented in Figure 1. This tutorial presents one way for creating a power transmission system.
There are a couple of ways to create different types of power transmission systems and MeVEA Modeller
enables many variations in differentials.

Figure 1. Power transmission system.

• Start  MeVEA  Modeller  program  and  open  the  file  Tutorial_2_model.mvs  from  the
\MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_2\ folder.

The model contains all bodies and constraints that are needed. Basic force primitives are also included in
the model. Creating tyres and power transmission features are explained in this tutorial. You can examine
the model and also simulate it. The vehicle should just fall through the ground.

• Begin modelling by creating one spline and a motor to the model. Parameters needed for  the
motor and the spline are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 1. Spline parameters

Name: Spline_Volvo_D6E_LBE3

Points: 9

x1 = 0
x2 = 83
x3 = 104
x4 = 125
x5 = 146
x6 = 167
x7 = 188
x8 = 210
x9 = 230

y1 = 200
y2 = 550
y3 = 675
y4 = 715
y5 = 730
y6 = 750
y7 = 650
y8 = 550
y9 = 470

Table 2. Motor parameters.

Name: Volvo_D6E_LBE3

Type: TConv

Primitive Name: None

Spline: Spline_Volvo_D6E_LBE3

Gain of Velocity
difference:

12

Time Constant: 0.1 

Idle angular velocity: 70

Transmission ratio: 1

Radius of pulley: 0

Rotor Inertia: 1

Maximum Braking
Torque:

15000

Mbr Velocity: 0.01

Use Braking friction: No

 2.1 Creating the clutch
A clutch is the component that transfers torque between the motor primitive and other power transmission
primitives. The clutch can be controlled by inputs during simulation. The clutch can also be added as a
non-controlled primitive when it only connects the motor to other power transmission primitives.

The clutch model in MeVEA Modeller is defined by friction. Friction is defined in the same way to all
components in Modeller which contain friction properties. Defining friction is presented in the Reference
Manual.

• Add a new friction to Mode l → Friction and rename it as  Clutch_friction

• Edit the friction parameters presented in table 3.
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Table 3. Friction parameters.

Name: Clutch_friction

Constant Pressing Force: 5000

Stiffness of Contact Surface: 2000

Damping of contact Surface: 50

Stribeck Velocity: 0.2

Viscosity Coefficient: 0

Static Friction Coefficient: 1

Dynamic Friction Coefficient: 0.7

• Add a new clutch to Model → Power Transmission →  Clutches and rename it as Clutch.

• Edit the clutch parameters presented in table 4.

Table 4. Clutch parameters.

Input: Volvo_D6E_LBE3

Use Friction: Yes

Friction: Clutch_friction

 2.2 Creating gears 
Gears are used to model the gearbox of the power transmission system. The gearbox model in MeVEA
Modeller has five gears in both directions, which can be controlled by digital channels of controllers.
Both direction and gears have separate inputs for controlling them.

• Add a new gear to Power Transmission → Gears and rename it as GearBox.

• Edit parameters presented in table 5 to GearBox.

Table 5. GearBox parameters

Input Clutch

Gear Type Manual

i0 0

i1 4

i2 2.05

i3 1.07

i4 0.66
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The transmission ratios for gears are in the GearBox parameters i0-i4. In this case, gearbox i0 is a neutral
gear and only four gears are used. Change of direction is included in the Gears model. Creating inputs to
gears are described in chapter 3.3. 

 2.3 Creating differentials
Differentials connect the gearbox to other differentials or a planet gear. In this tutorial, the wheel loader
has four wheel drives and three differentials  are needed. Center differential  transfers torque from the
gearbox to the front and rear differential gears. The center differential is locked when it does not allow
different rotation velocities between the rear and front differential inputs. Front and rear differentials are
open when they allow different rotation velocities between tyres. It  is important to remember that the
differential only has one input and two outputs, which all have to be defined to the differential model.

• Add two new differentials to Model → Power Transmission →  Differentials and rename and
add parameters presented in table 6.

Check Reference Manual for better understanding of parameters.

Table 6. Differential parameters.

Differential name: Center Front

Type: Locked Open

Input: GearBox Center

Diff Locking Ratio: 0 0.5

DwMin: 0 0

DwMax: 0 0

Transmission Ratio: 1 2.22

K: 5000 0

C: 100 0

As  you  may notice,  there  is  only  front  differential  modelled  to  be  connected  to  center  differential.
Because the parameters for front and rear differentials are same, it is easier  to duplicate feature than
create new one. 

• Right-click Front differential from model tree and duplicate it. 

• Rename duplicated differential as Rear.
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 2.4 Creating planet gears
The planet gears are final drives which can be used to get a different transmission ratio between tyres. For
example when the tyre size in the front is different than the rear a different transmission ratio is needed.
In this tutorial tyre sizes are the same but there are reduction gears in the tyre hubs. In this tutorial the
planet gears are connected directly to the tyres.

• Add two new Planet Gears and use names and parameters presented in table 7.

• Duplicate both planet gears and rename duplicated gears as TyreFrontR and TyreRearR

Table 7. Planet Gear parameters.

Name: TyreFrontL TyreRearL

Input: Front Rear

Transmission
Ratio:

10 10

 3 Creating the tyre and tyre contact
The tyre model used in MeVEA Modeller is based on the Pacejkan Magic Formula where the longitudinal
force  model  is  from 1989 and latitudinal  force  model  from 1987. The tyre  model needs a  spline  to
describe the profile of the tyre. There are options for using latitudinal and longitudinal friction and for
creating a brake for the tyre. The brake is described as a friction force between the brake disk and brake
pad. 

More about the definition of tyre parameters are described in the Reference Manual.

 3.1 Creating tyres
The tyre profile can be defined in Tyre properties or in a spline connected to the tyre. If a spline is defined
to the tyre,  Tyre radius and Tyre width from Forces → Tyre definitions is replaced automatically by
spline points. The tyre profile is presented as disks which are created from spline points. Figure 2 presents
the example of tyre profile created from spline points. A greater number of points in the spline defines the
profile  more specifically,  but  that  affects  the computation capacity  needed  in  the  simulation.  In  this
tutorial  only three  points  are  defined  for  the  tyre  profile  so the  profile  is  simplified and  needs  less
computation capacity. 

• Add a new spline and use name and parameters presented in table 8.
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Table 8. Tyre profile spline parameters.

Spline Name: Spline_Tyre

Number of Points: 3

x1
x2
x3

-0.225
0

0.225

y1
y2
y3

0.79
0.7915

0.79

Figure 2. Example of tyre profile created from three spline points.

Tyres are always related to a body. Sometimes there is a need to use invisible bodies, I.e. a body without
graphics, but affect the cinematic chain. In this tutorial the body  Rear_axle  is defined  The rear axle
simulates suspension when the tyres follow the movements of the rear axle. The front axle is rigid so tyres
can be modelled directly to the front body. This eases the computation and simplifies the model.

The tyre needs parameters for many properties to get the proper definition. Spring and damper constants
define the flexibility properties of tyre.  Those parameters are very important for achieving the proper
flexibility behavior for the tyre model in the simulation. The tyre radius defines the tyre size and it is not
connected to the tyre profile spline. If the tyre graphics penetrates the ground graphics, the tyre radius can
be increased to get proper behavior of the tyre (or the graphics can be made smaller). Also if the tyre
seems to float above the ground the radius or the graphics should be changed. It is recommended to set
the same value for the radius in the spline and tyre definition. 
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There are three friction types in the tyre model which can be used. Longitudinal friction affects the tyre
behavior mostly during acceleration and braking.  Latitudinal friction defines the behavior of the tyre
while steering.  Braking friction is a braking force which is defined using a friction between the brake
disk and brake pads. The definition of friction parameters were defined earlier in chapter 2.1.

• Add two new frictions to Model →Friction and use parameters presented in table 9 and 10.

Table 9. Friction parameters for longitudinal friction.

Name: Tyre_longitudinal

Constant Pressing Force: 0

Stiffness of Contact
Surface:

5e6

Damping of Contact
Surface:

5e4

Stribeck Velocity: 0.05

Viscosity Coefficient: 0

Static Friction
Coefficient:

1

Dynamic Friction
Coefficient:

0.7

Table 10. Friction parameters for latitudal and braking friction.

Name Tyre_Lat_Brake

Constant Pressing Force: 0

Stiffness of Contact
Surface:

5e6

Damping of Contact
Surface:

5e4

Stribeck Velocity: 0.01

Viscosity Coefficient: 10

Static Friction
Coefficient:

1

Dynamic Friction
Coefficient:

0.9
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• Add four new tyres to Forces → Tyres and use parameters presented in table 11. You can also
use duplicate feature to create tyres.

Table 11. Tyre parameters.

Tyre Name: Front_Right Front_Left Rear_Right Rear_Left

Body: Body_front Body_front Rear_axle Rear_axle

Node in flexible Body: 0

Input: TyreFrontR TyreFrontL TyreRearR TyreRearL

Spring Constant: 2e6

Damping Constant: 1.5e5

Profile Spline: Spline_tyre

Tyre radius: Defined in tyre spline

Tyre Width: Defined in tyre spline

Camber Angle: 0

Position: X = 1.502
Y = 0
Z = 0.965

X = 1.502
Y = 0
Z = -0.965

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0.965

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = -0.965

Use Longitudinal
Friction:

Yes

 Longitudinal Friction: Tyre_longitudinal

Use Latitudinal Friction: Yes

Latitudinal Friction: Tyre_Lat_Brake

Use Braking Friction: Yes

Braking Friction: Tyre_Lat_Brake

Input in the tyre parameter defines the torque source of the tyre. Input can be set as empty to get free
rotation of the tyre. 

The graphics  for the tyres  can be added through dummies.  Inertia  properties  for the tyre  have to be
defined to the  dummy.  The radius  of  tyre  graphics  should be a little  greater  than the radius  in  tyre
definitions  to  avoid  misbehavior  of  the  graphics.  The  tyre  radius  changes  due  to  flexibility  during
simulation depending on the spring constant in the tyre definitions. However, the tyre graphics are not
flexible and do not represent this behaviour.

• Add four new dummies and use parameters presented in table 12. Graphics for tyres is already
defined to Graphics folder.
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Table 12. Dummy parameters.

Dummy
Name:

TyreF_R TyreF_L TyreR_R TyreR_L

Dummy type: Tyre 

Relative to: Front_Right Front_Left Rear_Right Rear_Left

Visualization
Graphics:

Tyre_right Tyre_left Tyre_right Tyre_left

Dummy index: N/A

Position: X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

Orientation: Phi = 0
Theta= 0

Psi= 0

Mass: 300

Moment and
products of
inertia:

IXX = 20  IXY = 0    IXZ =  0
               IYY = 20  IYZ = 0

                                 IZZ = 100

Center of
mass:

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

Use Inertia
Frame:

Inertia Definition in the Center of Mass

 3.2 Creating a tyre contact
Tyre contacts define the bodies which can have contact with tyres. The shape of the tyre contact surface
is defined by the tyre spline, not from the tyre graphics. Tyre contacts use friction and spring-damper
properties from the tyre model for calculating tyre contact forces. It is recommended to avoid sharp edges
in collision graphics which have contact with tyres. Sharp edges can cause unwanted penetration between
the tyre and the collision graphics of a body, which can cause problems in simulation. All different bodies
have to be defined separately with contact graphics. In this tutorial the ground collision graphic is quite
bumpy which affects the computation time in real-time simulation. 

• Add a new tyre contact to Forces → Tyre Contacts and rename it as Ground_Tyres

• Set the following values from the drop-down menu.

Body: Ground

Graph: Ground

Now the model has all the properties which are needed to test the simulation. Simulate the model to see
whether  the  contact  between  the  tyres  and  the  ground  is  stable.  If  the  model  behaves  abnormally,
carefully check the tyre definitions.

If the model is stable, it is time to add the inputs that will control the power transmission components.
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 3.3 Creating inputs to power trasmission components
Power transmission components motor, clutch and gears can be controlled using inputs. The definition of
a motor input was presented in Tutorial 1. 

• Add a new input and use parameters presented in table 13.

Table 13. Motor input  parameters.

Input Name Motor_Input

Input Type: Analog

Primitive type: Motor 

Primitive name: Volvo_D6E_LBE3

Primitive sub: Angular Velocity

Joystick Number: 0

Joystick Channel: 1

Scale: -80

Offset: 150

Dead Zone: 0

The clutch is used to cut or adjust the power between motor and tyres. In MeVEA Modeller the clutch
input type is analog and it is fully adjustable. 

• Add a new input and rename it as Clutch_Input.

Use parameters presented in table 14.

Table 14. Clutch input parameters

Input Name: Clutch_input

Input Type: Analog

Primitive Type: Clutch

Primitive Name: Clutch

Primitive Sub: Traction

Joystick Number: 0

Joystick Channel: 3

Scale: 1000

Offset: -1000

Dead Zone: 0.25
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In the clutch input parameters the scale and offset is set to hold the clutch closed as default. 

The gearbox has four different digital inputs to control. There are two inputs for gear change and two
inputs for change of direction.

• Add four new inputs and use names and parameters presented in table 15.

Table 15. Gearbox inputs parameters.

Input Name: Gear_Up Gear_Down Forward Reverse

Input Type: Digital Digital Digital Digital

Primitive Type: Gear Gear Gear Gear

Primitive Name: GearBox GearBox GearBox GearBox

Primitive Sub: Gear Up Gear Down Direction Up Direction Down

Joystick Number: 0 0 0 0

Joystick Channel: 0 1 2 3

Offset: 0 0 0 0

Earlier in this tutorial we set brake friction to the tyre model. Now we will add input to control the brakes
in the simulation. All tyres can be controlled in the same input. 

• Add a new input and rename it as Brake_Input.

• Select the input and click Add three times so that the input has four Primitive Name fields

Use parameters presented in table 16.

Table 16. Brake input parameters.

Input Type: Analog

Primitive type: Tyre 

Primitive name: Front_Right, Front_Left,
Rear_Right, Rear_Left

Primitive sub: Braking Torque

Joystick Number: 0

Joystick Channel: 2

Scale: 10000

Offset: -10000

Dead Zone: 0.05
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Brake input needs all four tyre primitives to be in the same input. 

Now the model is finished. Simulate the model to test how all features work. It is recommended to use
plot views to understand component relations.You can also do some changes in the components to study
how different values affect the model behavior and develop the model further.

Tutorial  3 uses the same wheel  loader and contains collision definitions between bodies and particle
systems. 
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 1 Introduction
This tutorial introduces the definitions of different collision types between parts and particles. Particles
are used to get a larger amount of parts to collide by using just one definition. An important part of this
tutorial is to understand collision graphics and their properties.

It is recommended to complete Tutorials 1 and 2 before this tutorial. Tutorials 1 and 2 present features
which need to be understood in this tutorial. It is important to notice that this tutorial only presents the
ways to use features in MeVEA Modeller. The model may behave strangely in some conditions as the
collision behavior created in this tutorial is not precise. It is also recommended to understand the basics of
creating 3D graphics because this tutorial gives some tips to make the collision graphics lighter for real-
time simulation.

The collision detection needs a lot  of  computation capacity.  If  the computer  used for the simulation
matches only the minimum recommendations, it may be difficult to achieve smooth real-time simulation. 

There is a completed model in the \MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_3\ folder named Tutorial_3.mvs to test
how the model created in this tutorial should behave. There is also another model Tutorial_3_model.mvs
to begin the modeling with.

For better understanding of features described in this tutorial, look at the Reference Manual
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 2 Creating collisions to the model
In  many  simulators  the  collisions  play  a  very  important  part  in  achieving  realistic  behavior  of  the
simulator. Vehicles or other moving bodies can collide with other bodies or with themselves. Bodies can
stay stable or move due to the impact force caused by the collision. In MeVEA Modeller the collisions are
described as spring-damper systems. Description of collisions also contain definition of frictions between
colliding parts. The spring-damper systems and frictions have the same definition and parameters as in
other components in the MeVEA Modeller.  The spring-damper system is described in  tutorial  1 and
friction in tutorial 2.

In MeVEA Modeller collisions can be defined to bodies, dummies, tyres and particles. Bodies, dummies
and particles  use  the same type  of  collision graphics  for  collision detection.  The description  of  tyre
contacts is described in tutorial 2. 

Start the Modeller and open the Tutorial_3_model.mvs file from \MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_3\  folder.

The model contains the same wheel loader as in tutorial 2 but the ground graphics is different as are the
graphics for the sky and surrounding forest. The model contains a power transmission system and inputs
that control the vehicle. You can run the simulation to test how it works.

 2.1 Collision graphics

Parts  can  have  two  different  types  of  graphics:  Visualization  graphics  and  collision  graphics.
Visualization graphics contain all details of parts which can be seen in the simulation. Collision graphics
should contain only a very raw and simplified graphic defining the edges  part.  Usually the collision
graphics are defined separately, but body graphics can also be used in collisions if the graphic is very
simple. The supported file formats are presented in tutorial 1.

The definition of the collision force in MeVEA Modeller is based on penetration between the collision
graphics. The collision impact is calculated from the depth of penetration using sping-damper definitions
of the collision. The collision can also contain friction to describe different types of materials that collide.
The spring-damper system and friction are explained in chapter 2.2.

The collision graphic files have to be quite small in size and simplified for smooth real-time simulation.
There are a couple of advices which can help with collision graphics. Every face, edge and vertex in the
graphics need to be analyzed during collision detection and the amount of those elements affect directly
to the calculation time of a collision.  Therefore all unnecessary faces, edges and vertexes which can not
collide can be deleted from the collision graphics. Collision graphics are not visible during simulation so
there is no need to use textures or any other detail required from the visualization graphics.

To demonstrate that, open \MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_3\graphics\CollisionGraphics\  folder and drop
some collision  graphics  to  the  Body Preview  Window  in  the  Modeller.  Notice  that  the  size of  the
collision graphics files are usually under 10 kt as the visualization graphics are usually about 500 kt or
more.  Rotate and zoom graphics in the  Body Preview Window to understand the difference between
visualization and collision graphics. Figure 1 presents the difference between visualization and collision
graphics.
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It is recommended to use a little greater scale for collision graphics because of the flexibility in collisions.
The flexibility causes the feeling that bodies seem to penetrate each other. A greater scale provides more
realistic visualization during collisions.

• Begin  the  modelling  by  adding  all  collision  graphics  from
Tutorial_3\Graphics\CollisionGraphics\   folder  to  Model  →  Graphics.  Use  drag  and  drop
method and make sure that all graphics listed below is added.

Coll_Bucket_graphics

Coll_Dumpster_graphics

Coll_Electrical_Center_graphics

Coll_Fenced_area_graphics

Coll_Loading_fence_graphics

Coll_Outhouse_graphics

Coll_Loading_fence, Coll_Fenced_area and Coll_Dumpster are related to the ground and they have the
same position as the visualization graphics. Add collision graphics to the bodies in Bodies folder.

• Set parameters presented in table 1 for collision graphics:

Table 1. Parameters for collision graphics.

Name: Coll_Loading_fence Coll_Dumpster All other

Scale: 1

Transparency: 1

Cast Shadows: No

Draw both
sides: 

No

Is Active: No
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Position: X = 18

Y = 0

Z = -13

X = -11

Y = 0

Z = 28

X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 0

Orientation: X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 0

Now the needed collision graphics have been added. The next step is to add visualization graphics for 

• Add five more graphics from \MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_3\graphics\Environment.  Name the
graphics as (Name is same as file name):

Dumpster

Electrical_Center

Fence_area

Loading_fence

Outhouse

• All visualization graphics  are active,  other  parameters  are same with collisions graphics.  Edit
parameters of these visualization graphics.

• Add graphics Dumpster, Fence_area and Loading_fence to Model → Bodies → Ground body 

• Add two new bodies named Electrical_Center and Outhouse. 

• Set the parameters presented in table 2 to the added bodies.

Table 2. Parameters for bodies

Name: Electrical_ Center Outhouse

Body type: Rigid Rigid

Relative to Part: Ground Ground

Visualization graphics Electrical_Center Outhouse

Position: X = -10
Y = 0
Z = -10

X = 24
Y = 0
Z = 10

Orientation: Phi = 0
Theta = 0
Psi = 0

Phi = -90d
Theta = 90d
Psi = 90d

Mass: 100 100

Moment and products of
inertia:

IXX = 30  IXY = 0    IXZ =  0
               IYY = 20  IYZ = 0
                              IZZ =40

IXX = 120  IXY = 0    IXZ =  0
                 IYY = 40  IYZ = 0

                                 IZZ = 110

Center of mass: X = 0 X = 0
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Y = 0.8
Z = 0

Y = 1.5
Z = 0

Use Inertia Frame: Inertia Definition in the Center of Mass

• Redraw system. Now the model should look like in figure 2.

• The added bodies need constrains to be defined to the kinematic chain. Create two new constrains
and add the parameters presented in table 3. 

Table 3. Parameters for constraints

Name: Ground_outhouse Ground_electrical_center

Joint Type: Floating

Active: Yes

CutJoint: No

Body 1: Ground

Node in Body 1: 0

Body 2: Outhouse Electrical_Center

Node in Body 2: 0

• Simulate the model and drive the wheel loader around the field to see how it behaves. As you may
notice, the loader can drive through all objects. There are no collisions between the bodies defined
yet. 

• First we add a contact between the tyres and the surrounding fence. The best way for it is to use
tyre  contacts.  Add  a  new  tyre  contact  to   Forces  →  Tyre  Contacts   and  rename  it  as
Tyres_Fence. Set Body as Ground and Graph as Coll_Fenced_area.

• Simulate the model and try to drive through the surrounding fence. There is now a limited area
where you can drive around. In  the next chapter  we add collisions between objects inside the
fence.
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 2.2 Defining collisions 

The collision definition begins with the selection of components which can collide with each other. It is
recommended to minimize the amount of collisions for smoother real-time simulation. In this chapter we
create two types of collisions: Collision to solid bodies and collisions to transitive bodies. The collided
pairs have to be defined separately which means quite a many pairs when there are many bodies that may
collide. It is recommended to define all possible collisions to one body at the same time. Remember to
name the collisions logically to avoid duplicate definitions. 

• Add new friction and use parameters presented in table 4.

• Add three new collisions to  Model Tree → Collisions and use names and parameters presented
in table 5. 

Table 4. Parameters for collision friction.

Name: Collision_friction

Constant Pressing Force: 0

Stiffness of Contact Surface: 4000

Damping of Contact Surface: 500

Stribeck Velocity: 0.01

Viscosity Coefficient: 0.1

Static Friction Coefficient: 0.3

Dynamic Friction Coefficient: 0.1

Table 5. Parameters for collisions.

Name: Ground_Bucket Ground_Outhouse Ground_ElectricalCenter

Body A: Ground Ground Ground

Body B: Bucket Outhouse Electrical_Center

Graphics A: Ground Ground Ground

Graphics B: Coll_Bucket Coll_Outhouse Coll_Electrical_Center

Spring
Constant:

1e5 3e5

e: 0,1 0,05

c: 0 0

Cvel: 0 0

Myy: 0.2 0.2

Normal
Direction:

Both Both

Use Friction: No Yes

Friction Collision_friction
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First  collision  Ground_Bucket defines  contact  between the ground and the loader  bucket.  Definitions
Body A and Body B define the contact pair and Graphics A and Graphics B the collision graphics used
for  collision  detection.  Ground_Outhouse  and Ground_ElectricalCenter  collisions  define  the  contact
which makes them move around when colliding. Friction is used to stabilize the contact. More about
defining friction is presented in Tutorial  2.  The way  Ground_Outhouse  and Ground_ElectricalCenter
collisions are created is not recommended. Those are only presentations to show possibilities of MeVEA
Modeller features and it is recommended to use particles when there is a need to create movable parts.
Particles makes it easy to add multiple parts and contact pairs and it affects less to the calculation time
than colliding bodies. 

The next step is to define collision pairs for the bucket. Add five more collisions and use names and
parameters presented in table 6.

Table 6. Parameters for collisions.

Name: Bucket_Dumpster Bucket_Fence Bucket_Loading
_area

Bucket_Outhouse Bucket_Electricity

Body A: Bucket

Body B: Ground Ground Ground Outhouse Electrical_Center

Graphics A: Coll_Bucket

Graphics B: Coll_Dumpster Coll_Fenced_
area

Coll_Loading_F
ence

Coll_Outhouse Coll_Electrical_Ce
nter

Spring
Constant:

2e5

e: 0.1

c: 0

Cvel: 0

Myy: 0.2

Normal
Direction:

Both

Use Friction: No

As you can see, all collision definitions have almost the same contact force parameters. Therefore bodies
may behave strangely during some collisions and it is recommended to test different values to see how
they affect the simulation.

• Simulate  the  model  to  see  how collisions  behave.  Usually  very  sharp  contact  surfaces  cause
problems in the simulation and therefore it is recommended to optimize contact pairs to collide
with as large faces as possible. Usually there collisions need to be optimized before they behave as
they should. 
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 3 Creating a particle system 
Particle systems are designed to create a large amount of colliding parts in one definition. Particle systems
can also be as visual elements. Before particle definition it is important to know what kind of a particle
pile you need and what kind of particles it should contain. The particle definition needs particle graphics,
particle  collision  graphics,  knowledge  about  the  size  of  different  particle  types,  amount  of  different
particles and the place where particles are created in the model. Particles can almost be of any size or
shape. In this tutorial particles are used to create a pile of rocks which can be transferred with the mobile
loader. 

It is highly recommended to read the Particles chapter in the Reference Manual before you continue this
tutorial. 

• Add eight  graphics  from the  \MeVEA\Tutorials\Tutorial_3\graphics\ParticleGraphics\   folder
and use the same name as the file name. The particle graphics folder contains four visualization
graphics and four collision graphics. Use parameters presented in table 7 and 8.

Table 7. Parameters for particle visualization graphics.

Name: cubeS cubeM TetraS SphereS

Scale: 1

Transparency: 1

Cast Shadows: Yes

Shadowing Type: Particles

Draw both sides: No

Is Active: Yes

Position: X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 0

Orientation: X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 0

Table 8. Parameters for particle collisions graphics.

Name: Coll_cubeS Coll_cubeM Coll_TetraS Coll_SphereS

Scale: 1

Transparency: 1

Cast Shadows: No
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Shadowing Type: None

Draw both sides: No

Is Active: No

Position: X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 0

Orientation: X = 0

Y = 0

Z = 0

Particle  graphics  are  used  in  the  same  way  as  bodies  and  dummies.  In  particle  graphics  the  local
coordinate system is recommended to be set on the midpoint of the graphic. The definition of one particle
is set to the midpoint  when there is no need to change the graphics position or orientation as the local
coordinate system already exists in the midpoint. 

In the next chapters the particle is called a particle system. The particle system contains definitions of
graphic, mass and inertia properties and collision properties. Collision properties are based on the spring-
damper  system and  collision graphics.  All  other  collisions  in  the MeVEA Modeller  directly  use  the
collision graphics in collisions detection. In particles, the collision graphics is only used to create the
shape of the particle in contacts. The shape of the particle in collisions is constructed from the collision
graphics by adding spheres to every vertex in the collision graphics. The spheres are called particles. The
radius of particles defines the actual size of the particle and only the spheres are participating in collision
detection. This affects the calculation time in real-time simulation because the sphere is much easier to
handle in contacts. The figure 2 explains the particle system based on Coll_PcubeS graphic. Take a look
at the other particle collision graphics to understand what kind of shapes are recommended to be used in
particles.

Figure 1, Construction of one cube particle system which contains eight particles.
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 3.1 Definition of Pile parameters and Cell
• Particles need to be set in use from  Model → Properties  → Environment → Use Particles.

Set value to Yes to activate the use of particles.

• Select Add from  Model → Particles.

The Modeller creates a new subfolder named Pile to the Particles folder. Open the pile component and
then edit the parameters as presented in table 9.

Table 9. Parameters for Pile folder.

Name: Pile

Size XZ: X = 6
Z = 4

Position: X = 16.5
Y = 2
Z = -12.5

The pile size defines the area where the particles will be generated. The pile position defines the midpoint
of the area. Now the pile is defined inside the loading fence.

• Select the PileParameters component and add parameters presented in table 10.

Table 10. Parameters for PileParameters folder.

Particle System Size: 0.75

RelToC: Ground

PSysCollType: Particles

Pile Type: Default

Mixed: Yes

Collision Scale: 1

X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

Use Particle Friction: No

Use  MBS-Particle
Friction

No

The Particle System Size defines the space needed for each particle system when constructing the pile.
RelToC   is  a reference body,  PSysCollType  is  the type of the collision detection algorithm,  Mixed
generates the order of different particle systems randomly if Yes is selected. Collision Scale changes the
spring  factor  for  all  the  particle  systems.  Check  the  Reference  Manual  for  detailed  explanation  of
different parameters.

• Edit the Cell component and edit the parameters as presented in table 11.
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Table 11. Parameters for Cell component.

Position: X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 10

Cell Size: 0.3

NCell: X = 400
Y = 170
Z = 400

Grid Size: X = 0
Y = 0
Z = 0

The cell defines the area where particles are allowed to exist. It is important to create so large a cell  that
the  particles  do  not  move  outside  the  cell  area.  Check  the  Reference  manual  to  understand  Cell
parameters.

 3.2 Creating particle systems
The ParticleGraphs folder contains the definition of the particle system properties.  Other properties are
explained in the Reference Manual. 

• Add four new ParticleGraphs and add the parameters presented in table 12.

Table 12. ParticleGraphs parameters for particle systems.

Name: CubeS CubeM TetraS SphereS

TypePSys: Rigid Body

TypeConn: All

Draw Type: VisGraphic

nTypeHoseConn: 0

nPSys: 20 5 18 18

GraphVisName: PcubeS PcubeM PTetraS PSphereS

GraphContName: Coll_PcubeS Coll_PcubeM Coll_PTetraS Coll_PSphereS

kSpring: 5e5

cSpring: 3000

kColl: 0

eColl: 0.02

myy: 0.7

radius: 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1

MPSys: 256 1372 256 134

vol: 0.06125 0.213 0.036 0.0325
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roo: 3000 3000 3000 3000

I_PSys: Ixx = 3.4
Iyy = 3.4
Izz = 3.4

Ixx = 112
Iyy = 112
Izz = 112

Ixx = 3.4
Iyy = 3.4
Izz = 3.4

Ixx = 1.1
Iyy = 1.1
Izz = 1.1

I_UnitM: Ixx = 0.021
Iyy = 0.021
Izz = 0.021

Ixx = 0.06
Iyy = 0.06
Izz = 0.06

Ixx = 0.021
Iyy = 0.021
Izz = 0.021

Ixx = 0.0125
Iyy = 0.0125
Izz = 0.0125

 3.3 Defining contact pairs for particle systems
Compared to the collision definition between bodies, the collision definition for particle systems are much
easier. All particle systems are defined to collide with a body by one definition. Therefore you need to
define the bodies with which the particle systems can collide with. In this tutorial only three contact pairs
are created to demonstrate how the particle systems works.

• Add three new ContactGraphs and use parameters presented in table 13.

Table 13. ContactGraphs parameters.

Name: PMBSContact_Ground PMBSContact_Bucket PMBSContact_Loading_fence

Body Name: Ground Bucket Ground

Graph Name: Ground Coll_Bucket Coll_Loading_fence

Graph Type: 3ds

kColl: 1e8

eColl: 0.02

ecdaa 0.75

Now as contacts are enabled, the wheel loader can transfer the particles around the fenced area using the
bucket. Simulate the model and test the added features. To achieve a more realistic model, edit collisions
and particle definitions and try to find out the proper values. You can also create more collision pairs and
develop the model further. 
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